Gardens Reach
CITY BOTANIC GARDENS

Intimate landscape interventions within the Botanical Gardens deliver a narrative of experiences and uses related to its past, present and future use. This series of intimate gardens, rolling lawns, connected pathways and active river edge re-define the Botanical Gardens as Brisbane City Centre's green heart, a people's place.

Five Simple Interventions

1. Connect
   - Extends and integrates walking paths and cycling routes to ensure the river terraces are fully occupied and connect the garden.

2. Reveal
   - Activates multiple points of view to the river and Kangaroo Point cliffs view.

3. Activate
   - Functions as a pedestrian transition to the river loop and active recreation.

4.XB
   - Temporary tenancy

5. ZB
   - Unique location and venue for public and private events

Opposite

Intimate landscape interventions within the Botanical Gardens deliver a narrative of experiences and uses related to its past, present and future use.

With the Botanical Gardens in mind, this five simple interventions deliver a narrative of experiences and uses related to its past, present and future use.
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